Conduct 5 to replace the ABA's current Code of Professional Responsibility.' Because of his early and leading role in discussing the issues and because of his important present position, Mr. Frankel had both a responsibility and an opportunity to make a major advance in the debate about lawyers' ethics. It is disappointing, therefore, that he has not taken on the crucial issues in the controversy.
As the title of his book indicates, Mr. Frankel has some strongly negative attitudes towards the adversary system. Mr. Frankel acknowledges that the "vital premise" of the adversary system is that "partisan advocacy on both sides" is the best way to discover the truth. 7 The "thesis of this book," however, is that "the American version of the adversary process places too low a value on truth telling" and that the process allows us "too often to sacrifice truth to other values that are inferior, or even illusory."' His proposals for change, the author concedes, are "fairly basic" ' and even "radical": 10 they are directed to "breaking the adversary mold" 1 ' and would therefore effect an "appreciable revolution"" in lawyers' professional responsibilities to their clients.
In his initial essay into lawyers' ethics in 1974, Mr. Frankel was understandably tentative in putting forth his suggestions for revolutionary reform. His first article made "no pretense to be polished or finished wisdom"; it was intended merely "'to suggest problems and raise doubts, rather than to resolve confusion; to disturb thought, rather than to dispense legal or moral truth.'" The modest purpose was only to "sketch" some "tenative lines" along which efforts to reform the adversary system "might" proceed." Moreover, Mr. Frankel conceded that it is "strongly arguable . . . that a simplistic preference for the truth may not comport with more fundamental ideals-including notably the ideal that generally 7. P. 12. 8. Id. 9. P. 4. 10. P. 83. The author puts the word in quotation marks, but not, apparently, by way of disclaimer.
11. P. 100. 12. P. 83. In view of those candid avowals, it is difficult to credit the author's profession of "a profound devotion to a soundly adversary mode of reaching informed decisions." P. 9. Mr. Frankel adds, in an understatement, that a "volume could be written on the consequent changes in procedure, in client-lawyer relations, and on the lawyer's self-image," if his views were to be fully adopted. P.
83.
13. Frankel, supra note 2, at 1031 (quoting Judge Charles E. values individual freedom and dignity above order and efficiency in government."14 Such candid disclaimers and generous concessions certainly tended to disarm criticism. Invited to comment at the time, I observed that one could hardly fault Mr. Frankel for failing to identify, in his initial, tenative effort, all of the values he might have had in mind." Nevertheless, I felt constrained to note that before we proceeded to modify our traditional-that is, our constitutional-system for administering justice, we must assess what values would have to be given a higher or lower priority than under our current system." I concluded the comment by urging Mr. Frankel to indicate which constitutional rights under the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments his proposals would subordinate, and how we could achieve his proposed modifications of the adversary system without doing irreparable damage to some of the most precious aspects of our form of government.'
7
In publishing his book some six years later, Mr. Frankel has failed to meet that challenge. His failure is all the more noteworthy because, for three years now, he has served as a member of the Kutak Commission, participating in extensive deliberations on the very questions addressed in his book.' s In fact, Mr. Frankel recognizes his obligation to identify in detail the constitutional values at stake, and he promises to meet it. Referring to interests that are commonly said to outweigh truth as an absolute goal-"interests in privacy, personal dignity, security, autonomy, and other cherished values"-he asserts that "[tihe problem of how to weigh the competing values is, obviously, at the heart of the concerns to be addressed in these chapters. ' 
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Lawyer-Client Confidences to win unfairly, take unfair advantage, and achieve unjust results."'" He includes barely a paragraph, however, describing in positive terms the Sixth Amendment right to counsel;" he refers only in passing to the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination; 23 and he makes scant if any reference to privacy, personal dignity, autonomy, and other fundamental rights 24 that gain their vitality from the adversary system. I continue to believe that the burden is fairly on those who propose "radical" or "revolutionary" changes in the adversary system to demonstrate the constitutional implications and propriety of those changes. Apparently, however, Mr. Frankel and his colleagues on the Kutak Commission, in dealing with lawyers' professional responsibilities, are determined to ignore those fundamental aspects of positive law. 2 s If the discussion is to proceed on a constitutional level, therefore, those of us who are concerned that radical departures from the adversary system will undermine basic values are going to have to put those values in issue.
II
Mr. Frankel directs his attack on the adversary system principally against lawyer-client confidences. He recommends rules that would effect a "pervasive broadening of the [lawyer's] duty to reveal truth, even when it hurts." 26 A lawyer, having elicited a client's confidences, is to use the information to the detriment of the client's interests as the client perceives them. If the lawyer learns that the client is going to commit perjury, the lawyer is to refuse to offer the testimony. 2 If the client testifies falsely, the 21. P. 7. 22. Pp. 5-6. 23. P. 76. 24. Mr. Frankel does acknowledge, with a tinge of sarcasm, that the adversary system is "cherished as an ideal of constitutional proportions" in part bedause "it embodies the fundamental right to be heard." P. 12. lawyer is to divulge the client's confidences in order to rectify the falsehood. 2 8 If the client does not testify at all, but has confidentially revealed to the lawyer facts that would probably have a substantial effect on the determination of an issue material to the client's case, the lawyer is to give the information to the court, even though doing so is contrary to the client's interests and,instructions.
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Such rules would profoundly, and adversely, affect the lawyer-client relationship, the adversary system, and clients' fundamental rights2 0 Clients seeking to exercise their right to counsel would be able to do so only at the risk of compromising their privacy, autonomy,3 and privilege against selfincrimination. Clients concerned to protect those rights-a class of people that includes the innocent as well as the guilty-could do so only by forfeiting in large part their right to counsel. That forced choice is wrong, for " [w] hen the exercise of one right is made contingent upon the forbearance of another, both rights are corrupted. ' 32 Let us first consider a case that would appear to be a compelling one for requiring the attorney to disclose the truth.
3 3 Fiorillo was indicted for committing perjury before a grand jury. The indictment alleged that he had falsely denied having had certain telephone conversations with Vone. Soon after the indictment, the United States Attorney received "competent and reliable information" that Fiorillo and his attorney, Terkeltoub, had met with Vone for three hours and had attempted to obstruct justice by inducing Vone to testify at the pending perjury trial that the conversations specified in the Fiorillo perjury indictment had not taken place. The United States Attorney therefore sought testimony from Terkeltoub before a grand jury inquiring into the attempted obstruction of justice .
3
The testimony sought was not protected by the traditional attorney-client privilege, the court said, both because it related to a meeting with a 28. P. 81. This proposal was adopted by the Kutak Commission. See MODEL RULES, supra note 5, § 3.1(b), at 59-60.
29. P. 83. This proposal was rejected by a majority of the Kutak Commission. See MODEL RULES, supra note 5, § 3.1, Comment, at 63.
30. Mr. Frankel makes no distinction in his book between criminal and civil cases, suggesting that he sees none of significance. He does note in passing that the rules in the Kutak Commission's Model Rules that reflect his proposals would apply "at least" in civil cases. P. 81. In fact, the Model Rules provide an exception to the required divulgence of confidences in criminal cases only insofar as "applicable law requires" that the attorney proceed without divulging confidences. See third party and because it dealt with a conversation allegedly amounting to, or looking toward, the commission of a crime. 5 The government's demands for truth, the court added, carried with them "the heavy weight of history and public need commanding that the grand jury's investigations be as unfettered as possible." 6 Moreover, the court noted, "the Government comes here with the laudable purpose of guarding against suspected attacks on the integrity of the judicial process itself." 7 Nevertheless, Judge Marvin Frankel held that attorney Terkeltoub was "not only entitled, but probably required, to withhold answers to the grand jury's questions."' 8 Judge Frankel explained: "it bears emphasis that while the witness before us is a lawyer, the crucial interests at stake belong to the whole community."' He then quoted with approval from Justice Jackson's opinion in Hickman v. Taylor, 0 a civil case: "the lawyer and the law office are indispensable parts of our administration of justice . . . . The welfare and tone of the legal profession is therefore of prime consequence to society, which would feel the consequences of... [disclosure requirements] impairing the lawyer's effective representation of his client."'" Judge Frankel noted further that privacy is "vital" to the lawyer's preparation, and that the prosecution is therefore constitutionally forbidden to eavesdrop on or to plant agents to hear the councils of the defense."' The ultimate interest to be protected is the privacy and confidentiality of the lawyer's work in preparing the case. That protection would be "a thin illusion if the Government could have for the asking what it has, in rare lapses, sought by less genteel means.""' Even in civil litigation, Judge Frankel added, "'an exception to the policy underlying the privacy of [the attorney's] professional activities'" will be justified "only in a 'rare situation.' "" Did Judge Frankel suffer a " The most obvious constitutional component of the adversary system is the Sixth Amendment right to counsel, which the Supreme Court has called "fundamental and essential" 47 and which has been described as the "most fundamental right" because it affects the ability to assert any other right one might have. 4 At the same time, the Court has characterized the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination as "the essential mainstay of our adversary system." 4 ' Both of those constitutional rights underlie, and are protected by, the lawyer-client privilege of confidentiality."
A few key cases should suffice to point up the Supreme Court's recognition of the constitutional obstacles to adopting Mr. Frankel's proposals. In Trammel v. United States, the Supreme Court observed that the lawyerclient privilege rests on the need for the lawyer-not only as advocate, but as counsellor-to know all that relates to the client's reasons for seeking representation." 1 The privilege is therefore "rooted in the imperative need for confidence and trust" between lawyer and client.1 2 Without that confidence and trust, and the full communication that flows from it, the lawyer cannot carry out his or her professional responsibilities. 3 ney which would have been privileged in the hands of the client by reason of the Fifth Amendment."" 5 In answering the question in the affirmative, the Court noted that the lawyer-client privilege is recognized in order "to encourage clients to make full disclosure to their attorneys."'" The Court went on to make the following common-sense observation:
As a practical matter, if the client knows that damaging information could more readily be obtained from the attorney following disclosure than from himself in the absence of disclosure, the client would be reluctant to confide in his lawyer and it would be difficult to obtain fully informed legal advice. 5 7
As that statement indicates, the Court has, in Professor Whitebread's words, "extended Fifth Amendment protection to the attorney-client privilege for the express purpose of encouraging the uninhibited exchange of information between citizens and their attorneys."" 8 Finally, in Upjohn Co. v. United States," the Supreme Court wrote that the attorney-client privilege is "'founded upon the necessity'" of legal counsel,1 0 that knowledge of all facts is "'essential to proper representation,' ,,65 and that the assistance of counsel "'can only be safely and readily availed of when free from the consequences or the apprehension of disclosure.' ",'2 That case and others 3 underscore the Court's view that the Sixth Amendment right to counsel and the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination together give constitutional expression to the adversary system, and that each gives constitutional basis to the lawyer-client privilege of confidentiality. Ct. 1912 (1980) , the Court permitted the government to impeach a defendant by using evidence that was unavailable in the government's case in chief because of the exclusionary rule. The court stated that "truth is a fundamental goal of our legal system," and that "when defendants testify, they must testify truthfully or suffer the consequences." Id. at 1916. Those consequences include, as the Court had said in Harris v. New York, 401 U.S. 222 (1971), "the risk of confrontation with prior inconsistent utterances," which is the "traditional truth-testing [device] of the adversary process." Id. at 225-26. It is significant that, despite the Court's assumption that perjury was presented in both Havens and Harris, the Court did not suggest in either case that counsel had acted improperly in not disclosing it. Cf New Jersey v. Portash, 99 S.
Ct. 1292 (1979) (defendant had right to testify in his defense without being impeached through use of his own materially inconsistent grand jury testimony, which had been elicited under grant of immunity).
Other policies that underlie lawyer-client confidentiality-derived from the Constitution and from other legal sources-must also be addresed by anyone proposing radical changes in the confidentiality privilege. Citizens in our society are governed by extensive and complex laws and regulations; they therefore require legal assistance in understanding their rights and obligations and in achieving equal protection of the laws. Confidential legal counsel thus benefits citizens in their encounters with law. It also benefits society. The lawyer who has been taken fully into the client's confidence is thereby in a position to counsel the client to act in socially desirable ways, when, without the benefit of an attorney's advice, the client might act improperly.
Professor Charles Fried has pointed out an additional value embodied in lawyer-client confidentiality. He has explained that our social institutions are so complex that, without the assistance of an expert adviser, a lay person cannot exercise the personal autonomy to which he or she is morally and constitutionally entitled. "Without such an adviser," he has noted, "the law would impose constraints on the lay citizen (unequally at that) which it is not entitled to impose explicity."" Thus, the lawyer's purpose is "to preserve and foster the client's autonomy within the law."' Professor Sylvia A. Law echoed those ideas when she wrote:
A lawyer has a special skill and power to enable individuals to know the options available to them in dealing with a particular problem, and to assist individuals in wending their way through bureaucratic, legislative or judicial channels to seek vindication for individual claims and interests. Hence, lawyers have a special ability to enhance human autonomy and self-control."
In Upjohn Co., the Supreme Court recognized those values served by the privilege of confidentiality. The Court observed that the privilege embraces both the advice given by the lawyer, and the information that must be given to the lawyer "to enable him to give sound and informed advice."' ' 7 In addition, the Court quoted with approval Ethical Consideration 4-I of the ABA Code of Professional Responsibilt .
A lawyer should be fully informed of all the facts of the matter he is handling in order for his client to obtain the full advantage of our legal system. It is for the lawyer in the exercise of his independent 64 professional judgment to separate the relevant and the important from the irrelevant and unimportant. The observance of the ethical obligation of a lawyer to hold inviolate the confidences and secrets of his client not only facilitates the full development of facts essential to proper representation of the client but also encourages laymen to seek early legal assistance. 8 The Court added that a broad protection of confidentiality serves to foster sound advice and valuable efforts by counsel to ensure the client's compliance with the law. 9 Thus, the lawyer's role-in civil and criminal practice, in counseling and in litigating-remains critically important to the rights of citizens in a free society. Justice Jackson summed it up when he observed: "[law-abiding people can go nowhere else [but to the lawyer] to learn the ever changing and constantly multiplying rules by which they must behave and to obtain redress for their wrongs." 7 " So too did Justice Stevens: "the lawyer is the essential medium through which the demands and commitments of the sovereign are communicated to the citizen." 7 That crucial role would be undermined by rules that impaired the relationship of confidence and trust between lawyer and client.
Marvin Frankel's proposals in Partisan Justice are fundamentally inconsistent with the constitutional components of the adversary system, and with the values and policies to which they give meaning. A lawyer cannot establish a relationship of confidence and trust while giving the client a Miranda warning. 72 As acknowledged by the Kutak Commission: "The warning may lead the client to withhold or falsify relevant facts, thereby making the lawyer's representation . . . less effective." 7 Moreover, even if such a warning were not given, it would not be long before the public became aware that the lawyer is a conduit of confidences to the court and to adverse parties. The burden would then be upon the client to keep the lawyer "selectively ignorant" 7 4 by deciding what is incriminating and what exculpatory, and by withholding what the client believed, correctly or incorrectly, to fall into the former category. That kind of decision, however, is uniquely the lawyer's responsibility by virtue of special training and skills. 7 The essential fallacy of Mr. Frankel's proposal can be briefly summarized. He begins with the proposition that lawyers know a great deal of truth about their client's matters. That is accurate enough. He then proceeds to the notion that if the lawyers were to share that knowledge with their clients' adversaries and judges, there would be more truth in the legal system. That is wrong, or, at least, it is correct only in the short run. The inevitable result would be that clients would withhold the less pleasant and comfortable truths from their lawyers. Lawyers might then be able to say that they were unaware of perjury or other wrongs committed by their clients, but the incidence of such misconduct would not decrease. Indeed, misconduct would be likely to increase, because one of the costs of destroying confidence and trust between lawyers and clients is that lawyers would lose the opportunity to give sound legal and moral advice based on full knowledge of the matters entrusted to them. As a consequence, our clients, and society in general, would be the losers. 
